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Abstract
This study analyzes environmental litigation communication in an increasingly
polarized political context. Specifically, this project analyzes environmental
organizations’ communication strategies and messages related to their litigation efforts in
order to better understand how environmental nonprofits frame environmental litigation
within the current U. S. political landscape. Multiple data sources (e.g., website content,
tweets, and interviews) triangulate the study by providing varying strategic perspectives
on organizations’ environmental litigation communication efforts. Results show that
nonprofit organizations like the National Resources Defense Council and Sierra Club use
a variety of frames that portray litigation as a righteous action used to hold those in power
to account, targeting not only large, polluting corporations but also the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency currently run by the Trump Administration.
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Introduction
According to the Pew Research Center, the two major political parties are more
ideologically separated now than at any other point in history (DeSilver, 2014). In that
politically polarized reality, it has been fascinating to see how environmental issues have
also become more partisan. As recently as the 1970s, environmental regulations like the
Clean Air Act could pass through the Senate without even a single nay vote (Fuller,
2014). As seen in the most recent presidential election, the debate has since shifted to
question the very existence of climate change with the issue largely falling along party
lines. In that politically polarized reality, environmental issues have become more
partisan, and many environmental nonprofit organizations are working to strengthen and
enforce environmental laws and regulations.
In order to examine the communication efforts of these organizations, this study
first draws from existing research, including framing and how it relates to political
communication and environmental communication. Additionally, this qualitative study
utilizes multiple data sources, including tweets, website content, and interview data from
the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club, with supplementary in-depth
interviews with communicators from the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy and the
Southern Environmental Law Center. The study provides insights into how
environmental organizations are communicating about their environmental litigation
efforts in a polarized political context. Findings support some past research such as the
use of contrast frames while introducing new characters by casting courts as heroes.
Literature Review
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Existing research pertaining to political, environmental, and litigation
communication as well as the use of framing in these areas provided the foundation and
background information for this study.
Framing
In communications, framing is the way in which information is organized and
presented that allows people to make sense of that information. Entman (1993) described
this theory as taking place through two parts: selection and salience. Framing first
requires a particular aspect of information and then works to highlight or promote that
particular aspect and make it salient. Taking one perspective and bringing it to the
forefront “promote[s] a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral
evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (Entman, 1993, p.
52). Organizations can package information in this way to promote their specific agenda
or persuade the receivers of their communication to support their side (McGrath, 2007).
For example, the distinction between “pro-life” and “anti-abortion” is a matter of framing
as a way to persuade.
This theoretical concept is clear when thinking about the function of a picture or
window frame on a wall. The area inside the frame in the room emphasizes a certain view
or image in a way that the rest of the wall space is not, both drawing in the viewer and
affecting how they perceive that area of the wall. However, simply moving the frame to
another place on the wall would alter how the viewer perceives both the old and new
areas of emphasis. Where the frame is and what it is promoting ultimately shapes the
viewer’s perspective in this way (Botan, 2009). In communication, framing works the
same way, as presenting information in a particular way affects how the receiver
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processes that information and “helps shape the perspectives through which people see
the world” (Hallahan, 1999). The use of framing has expanded beyond the content of the
communication itself and includes both the communicator, as they work to build the
content, and the receiver, as they are responsible for the interpretation of the content
(Botan, 2009). One of the frames at work in environmental communication are contrast
frames. Contrast frames organize information to describe a phenomenon by what it is not
rather than what it is. In doing so, the receiver’s perception of the information is altered
(Fairhurst & Sarr, 1996).
While highlighting and promoting information are some of the frames’ essential
functions, the theory can also be viewed as a way to organize information. By working to
shape the reviewer's perspective, the message can be organized in a way to shape the
receiver’s reality (Botan, 2009). By working with people’s general understanding of the
world, particularly the social reality, frames can tap into this understanding and take
advantage of it when working to having information be perceived in a similar or
contradictory way (Botan, 2009). This particular use is clear through the use of social
frames as “social frameworks...provide background understanding for events that
incorporate the will, aim, and controlling effort of an intelligence, a live agency,...the
human being” (Goffman, 1974, p.22). By using people’s basic understanding of the social
world, framing is able to organize information accordingly.
Entman (1993) described frames as serving three main functions: to define
problems, diagnose causes to those problems, and then ultimately suggest solutions. Over
the years since Entman’s article, these original functions have not only proven to be a
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part of practitioners’ use, but framing has expanded to be used to also make moral
judgements (Botan, 2009).
Framing in Political Communication
Political communication is the relationship between politics, media, and
democracy itself (McNair 2003). In other political systems, advertisements alone are
adequate forms of political communication and operate as propaganda. However, in a
democracy, which values the input of a free and independent press, public relations is an
important tool to work with the media (McNair, 2003). How media is used in politics and
with politicians affects these structures’ larger communication strategies. For example,
by working more with media, a particular candidate or cause could generate more earned
(rather than paid) news media coverage. While such positive earned coverage benefits
that party, earned coverage is also a way framing is used at a basic level. By having
information about a candidate or cause be relayed through earned media coverage rather
than through content created by the candidate or organization behind the cause, there is a
sense of third-party approval to the cause, and to the particular point of view represented
(McNair, 2003).
While we know that framing relies heavily on the crafter of the message, much
still relies on the ability of the receiver to interpret the message. This aspect is
particularly salient in political communication because “how a question is framed in
political discourse helps to determine how people will connect the matter to their existing
schemas, their internal networks of political thoughts and emotions. Strip an issue of
context, and the public may react one way; provide another context (i.e., frame it
differently), and they might react another way" (Callaghan & Schnell, 2014).
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According to Entman in the introduction to the aptly named “Framing American
Politics,” framing is inescapable in politics, particularly when taking into consideration
the importance of a free press in a democracy, as McNair (2003) described. The
independent media hold a significant amount of power. However, the media do not exist
in a vacuum, and the frames that are used ultimately rely upon the existing frames based
on American life to which their readers can relate. "Although news frames demonstrably
and significantly affect the public's views in such areas as racial policy, gun control,
terrorism, and criminal justice, those sentiments also reflect larger ideological themes and
moods and real-world conditions. Frames in the news always interact with schemas
inside people's minds" (Callaghan & Schnell, 2014).
While framing in general relies upon the receivers’ existing notions of the social
reality, this dependence is especially true with framing’s use in political communication.
Some frames at work include hero and villain frames (Bruijn, 2017). These frames are
found in the political sphere where language is used to deem certain individuals or
organizations and their actions as either the saviors or the wrongdoers. These frames
work to fit these political narratives in a specific organizational structure where the
receiver is able to immediately determine a particular side, office holder, or candidate as
trying to save the country despite the efforts of the opposing side.
Because of framing’s significance in political communication, it is important to
understand the political context in which information for political causes and candidates
operates. Now more than any other time in American history, the two political parties are
more ideologically polarized (DeSilver, 2014). This means that the parties are not only
more ideologically divided from one another, but they are also more ideologically
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cohesive within themselves. Further, polarization has a direct effect on the public policy
that is created. The more polarized a Congress is, the less time is given for proper
deliberation on policy (Nivola & Brady, 2007). The resulting legislation can be extreme,
a stark contrast to previous legislation, or unrepresentative of public opinion (Nivola &
Brady, 2007).
Not only is framing common practice in political communication, it is an essential
one. Moving forward, "framing theory holds the promise of finally providing an
integrative structure that will place political communication at the center of political
science as it has long been at the center of political practice" (Callaghan & Schnell,
2014).
Framing in Environmental Communication
Framing is not only an essential aspect of communication, but it is an unavoidable
one. Nisbet echoed Entman when he stated that “there is no such thing as unframed
information” (Newman & Nisbet, 2015). Because of its inevitability, when it comes to
the debate surrounding the environment, it is important to be aware of the frames used in
the process in order to participate in the discourse around environmental topics. Similar
to political communication, environmental communication, particularly related to
framing, focuses heavily on the power of the media to set the tone of the discourse
surrounding the issue and the importance of environmental groups to use framing to take
the power back in the debate. “By defining the terms of debate, groups and advocates can
influence the amount of attention an issue receives, the arguments or considerations that
are considered legitimate or out of bounds, and the voices who have standing to express
their opinion or participate in decisions” (Newman & Nisbet, 2015).
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Framing’s real-life applicability to environmental communication only becomes
more important as technology progresses. Environmental organizations use their social
media accounts and websites as tools to call supporters to action. Additionally, these
organizations rely heavily on framing as part of their online strategy when promoting
climate advocacy (Hestres, 2017). Environmental organizations use motivational frames
to call their supporters to action online, while also using accountability frames online to
direct that online activism at political figures of whom they do not approve. Not only is
framing an essential part of how environmental organizations are able to manage the
media narrative, but it is also a powerful tool for online strategy and mobilization.
Environmental and Litigation Communication
Litigation communication examines the ways in which the public, the media, and
legal system intersect and interact with one another. In the recent age, it is becoming
increasingly important for lawyers and legal professionals to have relationships with
public relations practitioners given the recent and fast changes to the online and social
media landscape. This need is particularly true in cases where the client is facing a crisis
(Toledano, Peleg, & Drori, 2017).
This is also true in the context of environmental litigation. In her article “Green
Lawfare: Environmental Public Interest Litigation and Mediates Environmental
Conflict,” Konkes (2017) concedes that there is limited research available regarding
environmental organizations’ legal work, but there is a need for study in this area. Similar
to Toledano et al. (2017), Konkes attributes the need for intersecting litigation and
communication in this particular context to the role of the news media. In her own
research on the subject, she found that the ability of the news media to shape public
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opinion is one of the reasons media relations, as an aspect of communication, should be
part of analyzing environmental communication as a whole (Konkes, 2017).
This recent research suggests that litigation experts should now work to develop
relationships with public relations practitioners as the media landscape simultaneously
expands and evolves. At the same time, while there is research surrounding the
communication efforts of environmental organizations with regards to their advocacy and
lobbying work, there is much less known about their litigation work. Understanding these
two perspectives, this study works to fill this gap in research from a communication
perspective through the lens of environmental organizations’ framing of their external
litigation communication.
Research Questions
Guided by the overarching question of how environmental organizations are
framing environmental litigation within the current U.S. political landscape, two specific
research questions arise:
RQ1: How do environmental organizations frame environmental litigation
efforts?
RQ2: How do environmental organizations frame the political context in which
they operate?
Methods
To answer these research questions, this qualitative study draws from multiple
data source, including tweets, website content, and interview data from the Natural
Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club, as well as added in-depth interviews
from the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy and the Southern Environmental Law
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Center. Multiple data sources triangulate the study’s data collection by providing multiple
perspectives. Triangulation allows data sources to corroborate and build on findings “to
compose a more three-dimensional perspective of the phenomenon” (Miles et al., 2014,
p. 300).
Data were collected and analyzed using the iterative approach to qualitative
research laid out by Miles et al. (2014). This approach consists of three ongoing and
concurrent activities: data condensation, data display, and drawing and verifying
conclusions. Condensation is a process that selects data while simultaneously focusing it,
a process that ultimately makes it stronger (Miles et al., 2014). By following the authors’
approach, the study followed a rigorous, systematic data analysis process while
simultaneously taking into consideration unforeseen but still relevant data.
The data display process is the second step and focuses on organizing data in such
a way that allows for conclusions to be drawn. Given the iterative nature of this approach,
data display is as much a part of the analysis process as it is the collection process (Miles
et al., 2014). As part of this process, data was coded by assigning labels based on the
frames discovered. Coding helps to draw meaningful conclusions from the data by
illuminating larger themes and patterns (Merriam, 2009). For this study, codes were
developed and assigned as an ongoing process as data were originally observed and then
reexamined.
The last step in the collection and analysis process involved drawing and
verifying conclusions. This was done by reviewing the collected and condensed data and
previous conclusions in order for a final analysis to be made (Miles et al., 2014). It was
during this process that the final data samples were analyzed for their frames.
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Organizations in Sample
Because this is a qualitative study, the best sampling strategy to utilize is
purposive/purposeful (nonprobability), which is where the researcher selects the sample
by determining where the most can be learned (Merriam, 2009).
The NRDC and Sierra Club were chosen as the core organizations to study
environmental litigation communication, because they are both the largest, oldest, and
most prominent organizations of their kind in the U.S. They both handle a significant
amount of litigation as part of their regular environmental efforts. In-depth interviews
with communications staff were collected to provide background information and context
for internal strategies and efforts that triangulated public-facing communication that was
studied using the organizations’ tweets and relevant website content.
The NRDC was selected because it is the oldest litigation-driven environmental
non-profit group in the U.S. (NRDC, “How We Work,” 2016). It has an established
environmental litigation program and dedicated team as part of its larger advocacy work.
Since its first lawsuit win in 1971, the NRDC has increased and expanded its
environmental litigation expertise to include a team of more than 500 lawyers, policy
experts, and scientists (“How We Work,” 2016). In 2006, NRDC added a specialized
team of attorneys to better target cases with a large environmental justice impact
(“Litigation at NRDC,” 2016).
The Sierra Club was also chosen because it is similar in size and scope to the
NRDC. It is the largest and most influential grassroots environmental organization in the
country boasting over three million supporters in 64 different local chapters (“About the
Sierra Club,” 2018). They have been involved in litigation work since 1971 and have a
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specialized Environmental Law Program. Now, the program has the resources to be party
in hundreds of motions each year and have even trained over 250 attorneys for ally
organizations since 2010 (The Sierra Club, n.d.). Both organizations have an established
environmental litigation program and dedicated team as part of their larger advocacy
work. This environmental litigation focus provides a relevant and rich context in which
to study environmental litigation communication in a polarized political landscape.
To triangulate interview data from the two organizations, interviews were added
with communicators from the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy and the Southern
Environmental Law Center. Talking to communicators at these smaller, regional
organizations with fewer resources and a more limited geographic focus provided
complementary perspectives. SACE focuses on sustainable energy. They focus on areas
in the Southeastern United States and were established a little over 30 years ago (About
Us, n.d.). SELC is a law-focused environmental advocacy group of 70 attorneys that
concentrates on the Southeastern United States (About SELC, n.d.).
Data Collection
To answer the research questions, I collected and analyzed relevant NRDC and
Sierra Club tweets and gathered related documents from the organizations’ websites. To
supplement the public-facing content, I also recruited and interviewed NRDC and Sierra
Club communication staff as well as communicators for SACE and SELC. The following
sections provide additional details on each data source.
Twitter content. To collect the Twitter data for the NRDC and the Sierra Club, I
reviewed the 3,200 most recent tweets from each of the organizations’ main accounts
respectively (@NRDC and @SierraClub). I reviewed the 3,200 most recent messages for
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each account because that is the most that Twitter’s algorithm will allow to be viewed of
any particular account’s timeline at any time. While Twitter’s advanced search tool
allows for a search to extend beyond this 3,200 mark, it does not apply consistently. For
example, tweets will appear out of order or outside of the time range specified. This
inconsistency makes it impossible to ensure a systematic approach. Because of this
limitation, the method of analyzing both accounts was to use the last 3,200 tweets. This
decision also helped level out the amount of data that was collected to be analyzed. A
simple use of a date range would have created an imbalance of Twitter data between the
accounts as the Sierra Club tweets much more frequently than the NRDC does.
When selecting relevant tweets to include in the sample from among the 3,200
gathered, I looked for litigation-related language in the tweets themselves, in any photo
accompanying the tweet, or in any page that was linked in the tweet. Litigation-related
language included anything having to do with the court of law. For example, “sue/suing,”
“judge,” “ruled,” “court,” or even “filed” were terms that surfaced. If a tweet, link, or
photo contained any of this kind of language, a screenshot of that tweet was taken and
stored in a folder.
Website content. To analyze the website content of the NRDC and the Sierra
Club, I first started at each of the home pages for the NRDC and the Sierra Club
respectively. For each, I clicked on anything that was related to any litigation effort. On
the next page that I was brought to, I looked for any additional links to any other
litigation-related efforts and opened those in a new tab and checked those pages for
litigation-related links. When determining which pages were to be clicked on, I clicked
on links that contained words related to litigation, which were the same words I used to
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determine if a tweet was litigation related: “sue/suing,” “judge,” “court,” etc. I continued
this process until I started clicking on links to pages or content that I had already gotten
to previously. This way, I was able to systematically make my way through each of the
sites and ensure that I reached any available litigation-related content without repeating
it.
Interviews. Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with five
participants totaling 3.5 hours. The IRB-approved interviews followed a semi-structured
interview guide included in the appendix. While the interview guide includes structured
questions and follow-up probes, each interview flowed naturally between different
conversations. I used the questions to help structure the conversation, but flexibility was
maintained in order to allow for the participant to share his and her own meaning and
answers related to the study’s phenomena.
Interview data helped provide organizational strategic perspectives. Participants
included communication professionals of varying levels within their respective
organizations. They were recruited via email using IRB-approved recruitment language
that can also be found in the appendix. The interviews took place from February 21, 2018
to April 12, 2018. Four of the five interviewees agreed to be recorded. All interviews
took place over the phone at a time convenient to the participants.
Data Analysis
Twitter content. After analyzing the Twitter feed of both the Sierra Club and the
NRDC and screenshotting the relevant tweets, I was left with 68 tweets from the NRDC
and 54 tweets from the Sierra Club between February 15, 2018 and March 25, 2018. The
tweets were then placed into a table in a separate Google Docs document for each of the
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organizations. This system allowed for each of the tweets to be individually coded for
frames.
For this individual analysis, tweets were read and coded, resulting in an initial set
of codes. Additional codes were added throughout the process in order to offer secondary
level pattern and theme codes that helped identify frames.
Ultimately, the codes were used across four categories: in-tweet language, in-link
language, in-photo language, and tweet method. Each of these categories helped to
determine who the speaker of the tweet was, as the source of a message is part of what
plays into determining the frame with the speaker ultimately helping shape how the
message is received. For example, retweeting might not carry the same weight to the
receiver as an original tweet. Further, when language appears in the tweet itself, if seems
as though the message, and ultimately its frames, are coming from closer to the source
than if that language were found in the included link.
For each of these categories, there is a code based on the frames found. For
example, these included frames such as hero, villain, moral, contrast, and a call to action.
If any of these frames applied to the language and perspective found in each tweet, then
they were added to the table next to the corresponding tweet and within the appropriate
category. For example, if there was a hero frame found in the language of the tweet, the
code corresponding to that tweet would read “IT - HERO.” Finally, all the coded data
were looked at in sum with coded website and tweet content in order to identify specific
patterns and themes, which resulted in the findings discussed in the results section.
Website content. Once the litigation-related pages for each website were opened
systematically, a spreadsheet was created that gave each of these pages their own row
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based on their title. One sheet within the spreadsheet was for the NRDC and its 33
litigation-related pages, while another sheet was used for the Sierra Club and its 65
litigation-related pages.
Once each page had its own row in the spreadsheet, pages were analyzed for their
frames. In the sheet there were two columns: one for each of the two research questions.
Next to each web page listed on the sheet, I wrote a frame summary of the page for each
research question. The frame summaries consisted of an analysis of the type of language
used on that page relevant to the question. For example, the NRDC’s litigation brochure
(as well as other web content), uses language that describes the NRDC and its actions
with words like “defend,” “protect,” and “take on,” all of which indicate a hero frame
when referring to themselves. At the same time, large corporations were referred to using
words such as “dump” and “contaminate” suggesting use of villain frames. Both the
language used and the analysis of what the language is portraying were noted in the
frame summaries.
Through this process, the spreadsheet could not only indicate which pages were
related to litigation, but it specifically noted which pages, and how, were related to either
environmental organizations’ litigation efforts or the political landscape.
Interviews. As noted in the data collection section, five interviews were
conducted and four of them were recorded. All four of the recorded interviews were
transcribed and coded. The transcript for each interview was stored in its own Google
Docs document. Once completed, transcripts were coded based on their relationship to to
each of the research questions, to common frames and themes found in other data, and to
the other interview transcripts.
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Each of the documents was coded and analyzed by making comments on the
documents themselves. By looking at each document, it is clear where there are
similarities among each and what the prominent themes are, facilitating the coordination
of information among the interviews themselves. For example, there were clear themes
that were found in several of the interviews, such as a reexamination of audience. Many
of the communication practitioners mentioned a renewed focus on who constitutes their
audience, which in turn informs their messaging. This effort, which related to how these
organizations frame the political landscape in which they operate, were able to be noted.
The next section describes the study’s findings.
Results
Based on the data collected from website, Twitter and interview data, findings are
described here with examples from the various data sources.
RQ1: How do environmental organizations frame environmental litigation efforts?
In response to that question, two main themes were present: frames using
narrative storytelling structural elements and frames that paint outside parties as
additional characters in the story. These themes are described more in detail in the
following sections.
Narrative storytelling structural elements. These organizations use storytelling
tools to fit their litigation efforts into the established social understanding of a narrative,
particularly focusing on characters in a battle. Litigation, by its very nature, creates an
“us vs. them” scenario, which in the end ultimately evolves into a victor over those who
were defeated. This dynamic plays directly into the established societal understanding of
basic storytelling structure. People can easily understand a story with a winner and a
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loser, a hero and villain. It is one of the frameworks through which people have already
established that they are able to understand the world. These organizations play into this
natural progression of court actions to be seen through this established social framework.
A communication professional from the Sierra Club used this type of language when he
described the organization as being “on pure offense” during the Trump administration.

Figure 1. A screenshot of the NRDC’s website, where a section of their blog posts
relating to their litigation efforts is titled “Victory.”
Part of why these organizations stick to this narrative is because litigation is
complicated and difficult to communicate about. In three of the five interviews with
communication professionals from the organizations mentioned, they mentioned the
difficulty they face breaking down the complexity or what one communicator called the
“wonkiness” of the organization’s litigation work. They recognize that litigation more so
than other aspects of their organization’s work, can be somewhat uninteresting to a nonlegal based audience and also difficult to understand or follow without a legal
background. However, this work is still important to these organizations’ overall mission
and if they do not communicate about this work, news outlets will, but without their
frames. To combat this, in addition to using war-like language, they use other storytelling
tools to frame the litigation as the story of one person rather than the story of a
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complicated court battle. With both strategies, by sticking to a narrative rather than a
relation of facts, these organizations are able to make litigation more understandable and
interesting for a wider audience.
War-like narrative language was especially prominent when using hero and villain
frames in their various forms of communication. Through these lenses, the audience is
able to use their existing understanding of the social framework to make more judgments
without the environmental organizations having to do that work for them.

Figure 2. A screenshot of an “expert blog” on the NRDC’s website painting clean
air as the defendant in the case.
In the example above, the title of the post, “Clean Air Has Its Day In Court,”
paints the opposing party in the suit as someone against clean air, and ultimately morally
corrupt for wanting to deprive people of clean air.
While the reality might be that the opposing parties may only be corporations
doing their best to adjust their industries to newer standards rather than a moral failing,
any nuance is lost in the narrative framing.
Outside parties as unexpected heroes and villains. When using hero and villain
frames, which were the most common frames found throughout the organizations’
litigation communication, almost every time the organization was painting itself as the
hero and the polluter as the villain. However, some of the organizations chose to
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communicate about litigation efforts outside of just their own. For example, not every
organization has the resources to be a party of a court case that involves their interests,
according to a communications professional from SACE. However, that does not stop
them from communicating about it.
These more general forms of communication refer to a judge overruling or
striking down an unfavorable petition or filing. In these cases, where the organization is
communicating about litigation they are not involved in, the courts themselves are framed
as the heroes. This is notable as in their typical communication, the courts are always
treated as a neutral arbiter of justice. However, in order to attack the polluting parties
while still sticking to the narrative framework when communicating about litigation,
these organizations choose to frame the courts as heroes.

Figure 3. A screenshot of the Sierra Club’s Environmental Law Program website,
where the title of a case update frames the Hawaii Supreme Court as the hero of a case.
Additionally, these environmental organizations will sometimes choose to
communicate about like-minded organizations involved in litigation that they themselves
might not be. In these cases, the environmental groups have shown to be almost
exclusively supportive of one another. While they may compete over news cycles and
donors, these organizations have a lot in common when it comes to fighting for their
cause. It is this comradery that is used in the framing of the other environmental
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organizations’ litigation efforts, where they are portrayed in the narrative as allies in the
fight.

Figure 4. A tweet from a local Sierra Club chapter that was retweeted by the
national Sierra Club account. It uses war-like language by claiming “Victory!”
For example, these organizations will often tag these similar groups in tweets
regarding litigation in which they are all a party and will retweet one another’s content
regarding that work.
RQ2: How environmental organizations frame the political context in which they
operate?
Putting the political context outside the frame. For some organizations, when
they are communicating about their litigation efforts, they choose to put the contentious
political context outside of the frame itself. According to two of the communications
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professionals, one from SACE and the other the NRDC, this type of framing strategy
came out of the recent reevaluation of who constitutes their audiences. For the
communications professional from SACE in particular, it was mentioned that messages
convey “Climate change, clean air” versus “jobs, efficiency” depend on this difference in
audience.
By having one message in a polarized political context, particularly when
communicating about a controversial topic like the environment, the communicator is
automatically alienating an audience. Because of this dynamic, these organizations are
working on making separate, similar and related messages to more effectively target each
audience.
For example, to most effectively target the typical liberal supporters of the
environmental movement, these organizations use messages that focus on conservation or
clean air or water. While this may work for this single group, it can be alienating to those
of a different political ideology who might read conservation as increased regulation,
which they likely will not favor. However, in order to cater to this audience as well, they
move the frame outside of the political context. Messages to conservative audiences
focus instead on the economic opportunities like new jobs that clean energy can create
and the efficiency of this form of energy over coal.
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Figure 5. A screenshot of a blogpost from the NRDC website’s “Victory” blog,
which is focusing on the efficiency and safety concerns of nuclear energy.
With these differently framed messages, these organizations are able to limit the
audiences they are alienating by moving environmental issues, normally a hot button
issue, outside of the political realm or frame.
Framing individuals vs. framing institutions. While these organizations often
rely on hero and villain frames, they do so with similar patterns and discretion. Villain
frames are only used when the organizations are attacking individuals, such as President
Trump, EPA Secretary Scott Pruitt, or Department of Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke.
Many of these organizations choose to communicate about the actions of these
individuals, and they are almost always painted as the villains of the narrative. By using
villain frames when attacking these individuals, these organizations are able to illustrate
their legal failings as moral failings without having to communicate that extra step
themselves.
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Figure 6. A screenshot from a banner at the bottom of several NRDC web pages,
an example of framing the individual as the villain, rather than the office they hold.
However, when these organizations are communicating about the institutions that
these organizations represent, they use an entirely new set of frames. Instead of attacking
the office of the President, EPA, or the Department of Interior through villain frames,
these organizations use contrast frames. Contrast frames portray issues by what they used
to be, or what they are not, rather than what they are (Fairhurst & Sarr, 1996). Contrast
frames allow for criticism through comparison while still maintaining the integrity of the
institutions themselves.
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Figure 7. A tweet from the NRDC which criticizes the actions of the Trump
administration by comparing his actions to past presidents’ actions rather than attacking
the power of the presidency itself.
This is a contrast frame because it illustrates what it argues is an abuse of power
by the president by comparing the action being criticized to past actions rather than
attacking the power of the presidency itself. By framing the failures of institutions
differently than they frame the failures of individuals, they are able to criticize the actions
of the institutions while still retaining the important power structures they represent.
This phenomenon is particularly important to note when these organizations are
communicating about a court that did not rule in their favor. In these instances, it would
be easy to apply the villain frame to the courts themselves. However, courts are important
institutions that are essential parts of how these organizations are able to do their work,
and attacking them is not in their best interest. Instead, through contrast frames that
compare that court to others that have ruled more favorably, they are able to criticize
while maintaining the institutions themselves.
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Figure 8. A screenshot of the Sierra Club’s website depicting an unfavorable
opinion issued by FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which is a federal
agency that the Sierra Club’s environmental law program works through.
Though not a courtroom but instead a commission, the above is an example of
this phenomenon at play. When the commission made an unfavorable decision, the Sierra
Club did not use villain frames when communicating about the commission’s decision so
as not to attack the institution of the commission itself.
The next section discusses the implications and contributions of these findings as
well as the study’s limitations and need for future research.
Discussion
Study Implications
The ubiquitous nature of framing mentioned by Newman & Nisbet (2015) was
clear throughout the execution of this research. There is truly no such thing as unframed
information. Almost every reference of a court case in a tweet or on a website used some
sort of hero and villain frame. The ways that framing was described in previous research,
particularly by Goffman (1974), were clearly at play throughout the analysis of all three
data sources. Specifically, these organizations use the existing, understood social
framework, that of someone who is victorious and someone who is defeated, to frame
their court battles.
Further, McNair (2003) and Callaghan & Schnell’s (2014) emphasis on media
relations was clear in the interviews with communication professionals. None spoke
about the social media accounts of any of their respective organizations. Instead, they all
mentioned media relations as being the focal point of their job, whether that is through
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relationships with reporters or strategic press releases and advisories. This same media
emphasis was also referred to by Toledano et al. (2017) and Konkes (2017) when
discussing litigation and environmental litigation in particular. While the interview data
was able to support this media-centric focus, the inclusion of owned media, through the
analysis of website content and tweets, extended the analysis of frames beyond just
earned media coverage.
This research also reveals how frames allow these organizations to communicate
criticism about institutions that are important to their work without attacking the
institutions themselves. In this politically polarized reality, a presidential administration
with opposing views from these organizations will take greater action than other
administrations to change the way the United States had been addressing environmental
issues. This is reflected by leadership changes in the White House, the EPA, the
Department of the Interior, and the federal court system. However, despite these changes,
these are all important institutions to the fundamental work of environmental
organizations. Through frames, this research revealed that these organizations can
villainize the individuals leading these institutions but only critique the institutions
themselves. Because frames are able to help organizations make this distinction in their
communication, these organizations are able to retain important institutions while still
being critical of their new actions. This function of frames helps these organizations
operate this new unknown political reality.
With this research, there are practical implications for other environmental
organizations that are involved in litigation efforts. First and foremost, this research
illuminates how frames can be used by organizations to communicate to the larger public
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about otherwise complex litigation issues. By using the narrative structure already present
in litigation, these organizations can use frames as a way to paint the major players and
actions in the litigation fight as characters within the narrative. For organizations that are
struggling with how to captivatingly communicate about their litigation work, this study
shows that this narrative structure and framing are both key tools.
Additionally, this research can provide insights into how to communicate about
environmental litigation efforts in a polarized political context. In particular, these
organizations have the tools to use their messaging to place the political context outside
of the frame. In doing so, they might be able to better tailor their messages to particular
audiences without the alienation that comes from polarization. As the political context in
which these organizations operate continues to divide, these organizations could find
more success with this non-politically focused messaging.
Study Limitations and Future Research
Some of the limitations this study faced included a lack of resources and the use
of a purposive/purposeful sample. In order to get a rich, in-depth perspective, the study
required interview subjects who were of a higher status within these environmental
organizations. Because of my status as a student and the sensitive nature of litigation, it
was difficult to secure sources who were willing to take the time to be interviewed.
Further, the study would have benefited from the added perspectives of litigators
themselves. However, lawyers who were contacted for this study were hesitant to
participate. They were not comfortable signing Institutional Review Board-approved
interview agreements and were hesitant to discuss any strategy related to their legal work,
even litigation. The study’s qualitative nature allowed for in-depth, context-rich data, but
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it relied on a convenience sample of organizations and individuals who could provide
data related to the phenomenon. As such the findings are not generalizable, though they
may be applicable to other environmental organization communicators.
Additionally, this study was limited by a lack of access to Twitter resources.
Studying the entire archive for the NRDC and Sierra Club’s tweets was outside the scope
of the study, but could have yielded additional results. Further study could explore
environmental litigation communication over a more specific political landscape based on
significant political events. For example, the first 100 days of President Trump’s
administration could be studied for frames, or an election from convention to
inauguration day. Global perspectives could be compared to the U.S. political context.
Additionally, a quantitative study could be done to get a better understanding of how
these frames and environmental communications efforts correlate with key political
moments and the overall political landscape.
Conclusion
In this polarized political landscape, environmental organizations are increasingly
stepping into a regulatory role with their litigation programs as the administration has
stepped away. In doing so, they have worked to frame their efforts using an understood
narrative structure through individual stories and the use of hero and villain frames that
convey morals, as well as contrast frames when communicating about failures of
institutions rather than individuals.
However, these organizations are ultimately communicating about litigation to a
polarized public. In the same way that the public is divided, so too must their litigation
communication. Environmental issues are typically through of as left-leaning, and these
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organizations have been able to benefit from liberal enthusiasm. However, these
organizations are also able to reframe environmentalism to be inclusive to everyone by
tailoring their message based on their audience, making it transcend politics.
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Appendix
Institutional Review Board Materials
Recruitment Message
Dear [name]
My name is Rachel Anderle, and I am an Honors student at Butler University. I am
writing to invite you to participate in a research project I am conducting for my Honor’s
thesis on environmental organizations’ litigation communication efforts.
For this study, I am conducting in-depth interviews with [whichever is appropriate for
this participant: litigation lawyers or directors of communication efforts]. We are only
recruiting people 18 or older.
Given that [relevance of particular participant to the project], I would value your insights
about environmental litigation communication. I am hoping that you would be able to
share your thoughts and experiences with me for this project. Participation is completely
voluntary, and if you decline or choose to withdraw your participation at any time, you
will not be penalized in any way.
You would be given the opportunity to keep your identity confidential, in which case
your name would not be used in any future written and oral reporting of findings in study
publications and documents.
I plan to conduct interviews over the next few months and would only need about one
hour of your time. Would you be willing and available to be interviewed by [will depend
on where person is - phone, Skype or at another location convenient to you]?
If you are not available to participate, do you have anyone else in mind that might be a
good source of information related to environmental organizations’ communication about
their environmental protection litigation efforts?
If you have any questions about this project or about me, please feel free to call me at
815-474-1099 or email me at randerle@butler.edu. You can also contact the Office of
Butler Institute for Research and Scholarship at 317-940-9766.
Thank you very much for considering participating in this project.
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Sincerely,
Rachel Anderle
Butler University
Semi-Structured Interview Guide
Research Questions:
RQ1: How does the NRDC frame its own environmental litigation efforts?
RQ2: How does the NRDC frame outside litigation efforts?
RQ3: How does the NRDC frame the political context in which it operates?
Introduction and basic points
Hello, as you may know, my name is Rachel Anderle and I am a student at Butler
University. Thank you for agreeing to talk with me today as part of my Honor’s thesis
research project. As you know, I am interested in learning about how organizations like
yours communicate to the public about their environmental litigation efforts. So, your
insights will be very helpful.
(Repeat these points as necessary if individuals have questions about the consent forms
they have signed).
● There are no right or wrong answers. I only want to know your thoughts and
opinions, and every opinion is valuable.
● Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary. You may choose to
skip a questions or stop the interview at any time and for any reason without
penalty.
● (If they gave permission during the consent process): With you permission, this
interview is being audio-recorded to ensure accuracy. The recording will be
transcribed as soon as possible. It will only be accessed by our research team. I
will also secure files in a password-protected computer and within a passwordsprotected data analysis software program. Recordings will be destroyed when
their use is no longer needed but not before a minimum of three years after data
collection.
● The interview should take about an hour.
● Do you have any questions before we begin?
Opening
1. While I know your job title and have a basic idea of your responsibilities, can you
start by talking about your role within the organization?
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2. What does a typical day look like for you?
Litigation in general (organizational level)
3. I’ve looked at the website, but can you share your perspective on how your
organization’s litigation program operates?
4. [If not discussed already]: What departments or staff would you consider to be
part of the litigation function of the organization?
5. Can you talk more specifically about your organization’s litigation efforts?
6. How do your litigation efforts fit into the larger goals of your organization?
a. How, if at all, has that evolved or changed?
b. [If they haven’t brought it up] How, if at all, has the 2016 election cycle
affected your litigation efforts?
The role of communication in litigation
7. How does external communication fit into your organization’s litigation efforts?
a. What external stakeholders does the organization seek to communicate
with about litigation?
b. You can answer this generally or specifically, but what goals or outcomes
does the organization seek to achieve with its communication about
litigation?
c. How does your organization seek to reach external stakeholders? In other
words, are there specific tools or tactics that the organization employs to
reach stakeholders?
d. How, if at all, do the organization’s communication efforts shift if the
specific litigation is initiated by another source?
i.

What about an allied/friendly source?

ii.

What about when it’s a hostile source?

e. Are there any other factors that we haven’t covered that influences your
organization's litigation communication.
8. [For legal professionals]: How do you see your role as it relates to
communication?
a. Are there communication training or professional development resources
available to you?
b. How involved are you in developing or executing strategic communication
efforts related to your own organization’s litigation efforts?
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c. How involved are you in developing or executing strategic communication
efforts related to outside litigation efforts?
i.

What about an allied/friendly source?

ii.

What about when it’s a hostile source?

d. [If not answered]: How do you communicate with members of the news
media?
e. [If not answered]: Are there other external stakeholder groups you
communicate with? If so, who are they?
i.

Volunteers, donors, members, regulators, legislators/political
leaders, other environmental groups/allies, etc.?

ii.

How, if at all, do they influence or relate to your communication
efforts?

iii.

[if unclear, rephrase - support, amplify, detract, counter,
overpower, spread]

9. [For Communication Professionals]: what role does litigation play in your
organization’s communications strategy?
a. Are there other external stakeholder groups you communicate with? If so,
who are they?
i.

Volunteers, donors, members, regulators, legislators/political
leaders, other environmental groups/allies, etc.?

ii.

How, if at all, do they influence or relate to your communication
efforts?

iii.

[if unclear, rephrase - support, amplify, detract, counter,
overpower, spread]

b. How, if at all, do you communicate about litigation differently than other
non-legal aspects of the NRDC?
i.

Are there any specific tactics and tools do you use when
communicating about litigation specifically?

c. What factors have/could alter the role litigation plays in your
communications strategy?
i.

Has that role been altered in the past two years?

d. How involved are the litigators themselves in developing or executing
strategic communication efforts related to the organization’s litigation
efforts?
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e. What types of communication strategies do you use to communicate with
media? Supporters? Other organizations?
Communicating about litigation in today’s political context
10. [If they haven’t brought up EPA] Where do you see EPA’s role in environmental
litigation communication?
a. Are there any other governmental organizations or entities that play a
role?
11. How does the current political context influence your litigation communication?
a. How do you communicate about the current political context in your
external litigation communication?
b. [If not addressed]: How do specific individuals, groups, or political parties
influence your litigation communication?
c. Does the current political climate offer any advantages to communicating
about your ligation work? If so, what are they?
d. Does the current political climate offer any disadvantages to
communicating about your litigation work? If so, what are they?
12. How did the 2016 presidential election cycle impact your external communication
efforts?
a. [If not addressed]: How did it influence your communication strategy?
b. [If not addressed]: Regarding litigation efforts?
Closing
16. That’s all the questions I have. Is there anything I haven’t asked that you think is
important related to how your organization communicates about its environmental
litigation efforts in today’s political context?
17. Is there anyone else you think I should talk to that would help me understand those
aspects?
Thank you so much for your time.

Informed Consent Statement
BUTLER UNIVERSITY | INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
Environmental Organizations’ Litigation Communication
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Introduction
You are invited to participate in a research study being conducted by Dr. Abbey
Levenshus and Rachel Anderle at Butler University. This case study explores how nonprofit environmental organizations communicate about environmental litigation. We are
particularly interested in how, if at all, the current U.S. political context may be
influencing that communication.
Information about Involvement
Researchers are conducting interviews with participants like you who provide an
important perspective on the project’s relevant subjects. Participants must be over the age
of 18. Procedures involve conducting individual interviews at a location, date and time
convenient to you, including over the phone or online. The interview will last
approximately one hour. Questions will vary based on the participant and will focus on
how environmental organizations communicate about their litigation efforts to protect the
environment.
In order to ensure accuracy, the researcher would like to digitally audio record the
interview. You have the right to decline to be recorded. All participation is voluntary, and
you may refuse to participate or withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of benefits
to which you are otherwise entitled. Please indicate your preference by initialing one of
the following statements:
____ I agree to be recorded during my participation in this study.
____ I do not agree to be recorded during my participation in this study.
Risks and Confidentiality
Breach of confidentiality is a possible risk related to this research, though safeguards are
in place to minimize that risk. In most cases, data will be attributed to roles rather than
individual names. For example, we might use a quote and attribute it to an
“Environmental Organization’s Communication Manager.” However, confidentiality
cannot be guaranteed given the small number of environmental organizations with
litigation programs. Identities of participants who have requested confidentiality will be
protected to the maximum extent possible. Please indicate your preference by initialing
one of the following statements.
____I agree to have my name disclosed for this interview. I understand that in
most cases written and oral reports resulting from this interview will attribute my
answers to my role rather than my individual identity.
____I do not agree to have my name disclosed for this interview. I understand
that in most cases written and oral reports resulting from this interview will
attribute my answers to my role rather than my individual identity.
To protect confidentiality, digital audio files and research notes will be scanned or typed
and stored on an investigator's password-protected computer. Any hard copies will be
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kept in a locked filing cabinet in the locked office in the Principal Investigator’s Office
located in Room 212 of the Fairbanks Center at Butler University. Digital recordings
will be transcribed as soon as possible. They will only be accessed by the investigators
and transcribers who have signed the confidentiality pledge. The researcher will secure
files in a password-protected computer and within a password-protected data repository
such as Google Drive.
Recordings will be destroyed when their use is no longer needed but not before a
minimum of three years after data collection. If digital files such as transcriptions are
used in the future, they will be used within the context of this project.
Benefits
While there are no anticipated direct benefits, expected indirect benefits include
contributing knowledge regarding communication scholarship and practice related to
environmental communication and litigation.
Participation
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may decline to participate
without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you decide to
participate, you may withdraw from the study at anytime without penalty and without
loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Contact information
If you have any questions you may contact:
Dr. Abbey Levenshus
Butler University
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46208
alevensh@butler.edu
317-940-8344

Rachel Anderle
750 W. 43rd St.
Indianapolis, IN 46208
randerle@butler.edu
815-474-1099

For questions about your rights as a research participant or to discuss problems,
complaints or concerns about a research study, or to obtain information, or offer input,
contact the Office of Butler Institute for Research and Scholarship at (317) 940-9766.

___________________________________
Signature of Subject

_____________________
Date

___________________________________
Signature of Investigator

_____________________
Date

